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Notes from a Colleen's Harp Inside back cover 
by the editor 
It must have been a March wind that sent the 
ccn•er girl's skirts flying. The wind-swept figure 
and the two huge pussy willow sprays were de-
signed and cut by applied artist Dorothy Smith. 
Cuts on pages 1 and 6 by courtesy of du Pont Company; page 2, Alpha 
Phi Quarterly; page 7, Practical Home Economics; pages 11. 16, 
Louise Mulligan; pages 12, 13, Westinghouse; inside back cover, 
Meredith Publishing Company. 
Published monthly during the school year by the home economics 
students of Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. Price $1.00 per year. 
Advertising r ates on application. Entered as second class matter at 
the post office, Ames, Iowa, under the act of March 3, 1879. 
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Being a "college woman" has its advantages. Here, no one scorns the simple 
dress, the comfortable shoes, the hardy hat. We, too, like the homemaker and 
the movie actress, dress for a role. Our clothes are chosen and designed to fit 
into our own costume plot-a joyous, serious and active Life. · 
College is four years of discovery. After living a lifetime with ourselves, we 
probably would not know our personalities if we saw them. So roommates, 
professors and gentlemen friends help along this discovery of us. Whether we 
change from gray shirt-waist dresses to dubonnet swing skirts, or vice versa, we 
begin to feel as if we were somebody, because our clothes are right. 
We always knew that some colors quarrel with each other, that vertical lines 
on a vertical figure give the effect of a church spire, that nubby wool has no 
" truck" with satin. But it took college courses to apply our science to practice. 
Movie dresses are worn once, to a celluloid party, but we live in ours for days 
and, yes, for several years. We could not do this if our dresses had not been 
selected for simplicity, becomingness and appropriateness for our role of living. 
We look for bargains, not in price, but in quality. It is no sin to be practical, if 
you are smart too. 
College keeps us down to earth, with a lilt left over for spree things. We fill our 
intent minds with worldly facts , but we are too young to have forgotten how to 
be gay. 
1 
A fashion idol of coeds describes her original methods of designing 
She Dresses For You 
T HERE'S a trick in every trade! For Chicago's Louise Mulligan, one 
of America's best known designers 
for youth, it is creating models, not on 
the usual dress form but on her own 
figure. 
Unique in her designing methods, Miss 
Mulligan's dresses are universally be-
coming to most girls because she does 
not make the original dress from a form 
as many designers do. Instead, she 
sketches it. She has several skilled 
sample makers who put together, first, 
a muslin dress from the sketch. This 
dress Miss Mulligan tries on herself 
and with the aid of a huge three-paneled 
mirror and a mouthful of pins she 
changes it until she feels that the lines 
are most flattering and the silhouette 
correct. 
On the fabric sample, which is copied 
from the muslin, different trimming, 
such as buckles, buttons and clips, are 
tried until the dress looks finished and 
right. When the fabric dress is com-
pleted, duplicate samples are made up 
for the showroom, salesmen's lines and 
factories. This painstaking care with 
the original dress results in a 
more becoming garment than 
could be had in any other way, 
Miss Mulligan believes. 
A native of Minneapolis, she 
attended West High School and 
the University of Minnesota. 
After two years of college and a 
course in figure drawing, the 
young designer went to work 
for her aunt, Mary L. Cart-
wright, whose clever dresses are 
nationally k n o w n and who 
owned the Cartwright Company 
in Minneapolis. 
Beginning as an assistant in 
the Cartwright shop, she later 
began to design dresses for Miss 
Cartwright. 
"The first dress I ever de-
signed came to me full fledged 
in a dream one night and the 
next day I worked it out exactly 
as I had visualized it," says Miss 
Mulligan. 
Miss Mulligan has three tests 
she applies to every dress she 
designs. "First, if it looks nice 
on me, I know it will look well 
on a number of girls. 
"Second, if it looks ghastly on 
me, I try it on my sister, who, 
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by Gaynold Carroll 
although she is a size 13 also, is very 
dark and built differently. If it looks 
ghastly on her too, I know it will not 
become anyone, so I throw it away. 
"Third, I try to make every dress one 
I would be proud to wear. I wouldn't 
want to go to a prom in a wishy-washy 
gown that made me look like a faded 
sweet-pea. Neither would you. Every 
girl want a dress than makes her stand 
out. 
"In fact , I like to get an effect by set-
ting off the good points of your figure 
to form a background for a dash of 
contrast at neck, sleeve or waist. This 
method sets off the girl without too 
much emphasis on the dress." 
"Every girls wants a dress that will 
make her stand out-and a dress need 
not be a fireman's red to attract atten-
tion. A simple black velvet princess-
line gown will do the trick and is ever 
so much more sophisticated. 
"When I first started out I didn't know 
much about the business, but it seemed 
to me that designers did not pay much 
attention to young girls. Nobody seemed 
to realize that they wanted smart, 
Louise Norton Mulligan 
grown-up, sophisticated clothes and still 
have that touch of crisp youthfulness 
that dresses for women do not have. 
Even college girls get tired of sweaters 
and skirts and pastel chiffons in the 
sweet and simple manner for evening. 
And they cannot pay a lot for clothes, 
either. So, I decided to design the sort 
of clothes I had always wanted myself. 
"I am in the wholesale dress business 
now," she said, "with my own factories 
in Chicago. I sell in large cities as well 
as in small towns. My dresses are ad-
vertised by name and label." 
Typically Mulligan is one of her re-
cent dresses designed for those who love 
gay young clothes as much as she does. 
It is a dress to wear for dates, when 
going out to have the best possible time, 
but that's not all. It's so all-around that 
you probably could wear it completely 
out during any two weeks' vacation, if 
you wore it all you wanted to. It will 
dine, dance, take you to the movies, 
teas, and even make calling on your 
relatives less boring. 
It is made in navy taffeta for sophisti-
cation, then Miss Mulligan makes it feel 
sixteen by putting ruchings 
around all the edges, with a gay, 
giddy little scarf tucked in at the 
neckline. However, it is the sil-
houette that attracts attention. 
Two-piece, the back of the pep-
lum blouse and the back of the 
skirt have small self bows that 
pull the fullness together over 
the derriere, so that the skirt 
swings out when you dance and 
flares out pertly when you stand. 
It exaggerates your almost in-
visible waistline at all times. 
Shoulders are built out for bal-
ance and the hemline is smartly 
bordered. 
Blonde and blue-eyed, Louise 
Mulligan wears black and white 
practically all the time because, 
"I feel smarter when wearing 
these colors." 
Miss Mulligan designs about 
one dress a day. In almost every 
large city there is a store featur-
ing her neo-modern dream 
dresses. Sales girls report that 
their biggest selling point per-
haps is that they were fitted to 
a real girl and not to a dress 
form that is supposed to repre-
sent the average figure. 
March, 1938 
Historic Hangovers • Style 1n 
by W innifred Cannon and Helen Greene 
"THERE'S nothing new under the 
sun"-not even in clothes styles. 
You may read that a plaid or a 
feather is the latest thing, but Caesar 
wore checks and his 
soldiers flipped feath-
ers around on their 
helmets. 
Take an ordinary 
thing like a hat, for 
example. Away back 
in the beginning it 
seems to have been 
patterned somewhat 
on architectural lines. 
Many hats showed a 
striking resemblance 
to domes and spires 
of Gothic architec-
ture. What can men 
expect of those ec-
centric creations women call hats when 
they have such an origin? 
The feather that is perched coquet-
tishly over the left eye was first brought 
into vogue by the Roman warrior. He 
wore it on the left side of his helmet 
so that it wouldn't interfere with the 
stroke of his sword. This style is just a 
matter of custom with the modern wo-
man. 
The ribbons that hang over feminine 
curls in back, were used once upon a 
time to draw in the crown of the hat to 
fit the head. The little bows of silk 
ribbon on the inside of men's hats indi-
cate the performance of a similar duty. 
Cuffs on current coat styles are care-
fully planned, often being given a promi-
nent decorative position. In days gone 
by, the cuff was folded back in a non-
chalant manner to show off the amount 
of embroidery or the rows of lace that 
the individual's wealth could suooly. 
It seems that man was made with a 
f'treak of vanity in him. The buttons 
that often adorn the sleeves were once 
use tn fasten up the thrht sleeve that 
was the fashion. Now they have lost 
their Uf'Pfulness and represent one more 
hi~toric han!!over in our styles. 
Buttons used to figure lar!!elv in men'« 
"lothin«. Some of them still have sur-
vived thouP"h they have lost their former 
nurnose. Men's tail coats have at the 
hack two buttons wh ose position has 
b eo>n a mystery to many. During the 
!!alJ,.nt dayf' when men da<herl. about 
""' hor<es. these buttons ablv h eld uo 
tho> tails of the coat from coming in t"o 
,.lof'e contact with the flanks of the 
h0rse. 
Jt was also horse-back riding that 
orompted the slit to be made up the 
back of the overcoat. That slit is now 
for the convenience of walkinP'. but pre-
viously it allowed the tails of the coat 
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to fall on each side of the horse when 
the rider had mounted. 
An oddity of men's coats that few 
have thought to question is the small 
cut out between the collar and lapel. It 
used to be "the" thing for men to wear 
their collars turned up, and the nick 
was to enable the lapel to lie smoothly. 
Though the nick has remained, it is not 
large enough to permit this protective 
gesture without pulling the lapel up too. 
A striking difference between men's 
and women's coats is the direction of 
buttoning, the former to the right, the 
latter to the left. The most plausible ex-
planation is that men always kept their 
right hand free, either to draw a sword 
for protection or to grasp an implement 
in the quest of a livelihood. Women 
kept their left arm free in which to 
carry a baby. 
As a temporary measure the cuffs of 
trousers were turned up to protect them 
from getting muddy, and they were 
turned down again when the wearer 
walked on "high ground." This perma-
nent cuff on trousers is now purely or-
namental. 
Stripes down the sides of the dress 
trouse~s revert back to the days when 
tmuser legs were so tight that they had 
to be unbuttoned down the side. Soon 
these buttons were hidden beneath a 
stripe and when the buttons were taken 
away, the stripe remained. 
The first dress was merely a shawl, a 
e:ood sized one, we hone, which was 
nrobably something on the order of the 
Greek toga. In due time it was sewn 
up the two sides, and from thence it 
has traveled through a series of styles, 
which would amaze our Greek an cestors. 
The apron, now worn only in the 
kitchen and whisked out of sight the 
minute an outsider approaches, was con-
sidered an essential part of a fine lady's 
garb in the seventeenth century. In 
many countries today it is a necessary 
part of the costume. 
The open work that decorates many 
shoes today dates back to the most 
primitive type of shoe. A piece of 
leather was placed under the foot and 
drawn up over the toes and sides of 
the foot by a cord. 
The rather bulky 
folds of leather that 
resulted were cut out 
merely for conveni-
ence. 
In the time of Queen 
Anne, ladies w o r e 
their night dresses, or 
night gowns as we 
know them, into the 
street. Though every 
means was taken to 
abolish it, this fashion 
seems to have come 
into vogue more 
strongly and has per-
sisted quite definitely. Resultant is the 
elaborate and expensive evening gown, 
but even with these creations, women 
are employing flimsy night gowns once 
more for evening wear. 
Ornaments can be traced from almost 
every corner of the earth and from al-
most every period of history. Beads 
have been the delight of women ever 
since the beginning of time and they are 
one kind of rare objects to survive all 
history. 
Rings came from Rome where they 
were used as insignias of rank. The 
selection of the third finger of the left 
hand as the ring finger was first made 
because it was believed that the blood 
vein from the heart lead to this finger. 
The more practical reason is that this 
finger is least used of any and there-
fore the rings receive little wear. 
The indispensible safety pin that 
everyone "sticks" by was evolved from 
an ornamental pin of years hence. At 
first it fastened under the chin of a lady, 
but its sphere of action was extended 
to a position in the back of the waist-
bands, where it occupied itself with the 
duty of keeping blouse and skirt to-
gether in a thoroughly respectable 
manner . From there it migrated to the 
top of the head and replaced the 
straight hat pin. Even today this bit 
of crooked wire has moved to a place 
of greater importance. Where would 
babies of today be without this simple 
device to retain their modest bits of 
clothing? 
Fashions are daily culminating out 
of the past and it's no wonder, for two 
thousand years of ideas should pro-
duce something to suit this modern 
generation. The smart new styles of 
todav were probably dug out of the 
trunk, but they satisfy the best of us 
and who could ask for more? 
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"'A JHEN Iowa State women grad-
'f 'f uate, they are expected to be 
able to do real jobs, take full responsi-
bility, wherever they are. This is 
proven by the job of Miss Katherine 
Kratoska, who was graduated from here 
in 1934, in dietetics. Her interneship 
was taken at the Mass. General Hos-
pital, Boston, after which she worked 
for a short time at the Woman's Hospital 
in Detroit. She obtained her present 
position with the National Livestock 
and Meat Board in November, 1935. 
In title, Katherine Kratoska is assist-
ant to Miss Florence Plondke, educa-
tional supervisor of the National Live 
Stock and Meat Board. "But," she told 
me, "titles don't mean much in a job like 
this. It's what you do that counts." 
And from the amount of work that she 
and Miss Plondke turn out in six 
months time, her statement is self 
evident. 
From July through December of this 
year, Miss Plondke and Miss Kratoska 
have prepared radio talks for six sta-
tions in the middle west when these 
stations requested them; they have pre-
pared and conducted meat exhibits for 
six large fairs such as the Iowa State 
Fair and the Dairy Cattle Congress and 
for two conventions; they have to their 
credit the preparation and presentation 
of eight lecture-demonstrations and 42 
lectures; they have conducted four 
cooking schools, contributed 57 articles 
to magazines and newspapers, and sent 
out 1373 pieces of literature from the 
central-west office located here. Miss 
Plondke and Miss Kratoska work with 
Ames as their headquarters for educa-
tional service. 
Miss Kratoska finds it necessary to be 
able to do a number of things · every 
day. One of her chief jobs is the re-
working of Board material to send out 
to stations in the form of radio talks. 
Every bit of material that is used in 
cooking schools, radio talks, or demon-
stration work comes from and is ap-
proved by the ·main office of the Board. 
This organization represents the en-
tire meal industry from the proaucer of 
cattle to the consumer of crown roast 
of lamb, so every detail must be scien-
tifically correct ·and in no way harmful 
to any part o.f the industry. In their 
office Miss Plondke and Miss Kratoska 
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A Grad Presents 
Meat on Parade 
maintain an interesting, adequate file . 
And it is from this file, the special sec-
tion on "Radio Talks," that Miss Kra-
toska takes her material, reworking, 
inserting this paragraph, taking out 
that one, making finally, a well-organ-
ized, interesting presentation which is 
sent out to the radio stations that re-
quest such talks. 
Next Miss Plondke and Miss Kra-
toska prepare food releases with ac-
companying pictures that go to news-
papers all over the country. Many 
papers that want food articles use this 
service. This also is reworked material 
that has come from the main office 
which keeps in constant touch with re-
search laboratories throughout the coun-
try. Every possible source has to be 
watched for new methods and ideas on 
meat, says Miss Plondke, for they are 
subject to change without notice. And 
a corporation of this kind cannot afford 
to publish outmoded material. 
The most interesting phase of Miss 
Kratoska's career is, to an outsider, her 
part in the cooking schools conducted 
all over the country. First, before the 
school is even begun, there are pro-
grams to be made, recipes to be com-
piled, and properties to be obtained. 
These details fall to Miss Kratoska. In 
their own special language she and 
by Helen Clark 
Miss Plondke call this the "back end" 
and Miss Plondke's job of actual dem-
onstrating and taking care of the "front 
end" of the cooking school procedure. 
During Miss Plondke's demonstration, 
her assistant is doing 101 things back 
stage. She supervises such jobs as 
peeling potatoes and washing dishes, 
sets up the trays of materials for each 
recipe, prepares certain things, such as 
dressing for meat. All the time she is 
working she is listening to the lecture 
to receive her cues for the new trays of 
material to go on the stage. A tremen-
dous amount of work must be done in 
two hours, so Miss Kratoska also watch-
es the actual cooking or baking of the 
food and attends to its decoration. 
A distinguishing feature of the Na-
tional Live Stock and Meat Board 
cooking schools is a fashion parade of 
foods. After the foods are prepared 
and decorated, they are exhibited with 
the help of uniformed assistants, on 
mirror devices, so the entire audience 
may see the finished products. After 
the four-day school is over, Miss Kra-
toska's one remaining duty is to repack 
all of the properties, so not even a fry-
ing pan or measuring cup has to be tied 
to the spare tire; but everything is 
neatly in place in the trunk in which 
it came. 
March, 1938 
Tricks of 
Talking 
by Marian Will 
T AKE the knots out of your conversation for it 
may be the critical point in more than one 
instance. One author has said, "Nothing gives 
away so quickly your race, your locality, your fam-
ily inheritance or environment, your 
culture, your intelligence, and your per-
sonality, as does your speech." 
Since conversation is supposed to be 
the interchange of ideas, it follows that 
more than one person must voice his 
thoughts and ideas. However, you 
know a bore is "one who talks about 
himself when you want to talk about 
yourself." The great faults of conver-
sation are said to be the want of ideas, 
want of words, and want of manners. 
is a challenge to the imagination to 
find some less trite subject to start 
the ball rolling. 
A knowledge gained by reading good 
books, better magazines, and daily 
newspapers, and listening to good radio 
programs offers topics of importance 
and interest in the contemporary world. 
Be enthusiastic, cheerful and fair, and 
you will become a welcomed part of 
any group. Original ideas are a stimu-
lus to any conversation. 
"The person who is going to interest 
other people must have something more 
than a voice and a power of energizing 
it. He must have something to say." 
One must be interested in everything 
that is said and express his opinions. 
To say too little is as bad as to say 
too much. 
Number, Please? 
Charm in speech depends first on the 
tone and quality of th e voice. Voice 
should express personality, and person-
ity is th e impression you make on 
others through what they can see 
and hear. Even the kindest words with 
a harsh, strident voice can produce 
an undesirable effect. On the other 
hand, who can endure the "Caspar 
Milquetoast" type? 
The tones of the voice proclaim ac-
curately the social background. Oliver 
Wen dell Holmes said, "Talking is one 
of the fine arts-the noblest, the most 
important, and the most difficult. Its 
fluent harmonies may be spoiled by 
the intrusion of a single harsh note." 
Too frequent use of slang is a sign 
of a limited vocabulary. It takes a 
little more of brain work to fit word 
to the thought and thought to fact. 
Being accurate does not mean being 
dull. Effective speech has much need 
for imagination but very little for com-
mon slang. Grammar is necessarily 
taken for granted. Correct use of our 
language is considered essential today. 
Conversation is a case in which a 
line comes in handy, but not the string-
of-words-by-heart kind. It is the abil-
ity to express one's self and to speak 
out. However, talk that is just chatter 
is a successor to boredom. 
And now, that stumbling-block in 
conversation-what to talk about! 
It is hardly cricket to use the weather 
as a conversation-starter. Certainly it 
The" Iowa Homemaker 
by Harriet Graves 
~ ILKY eyelashes and an imported 
LJ French crepe may be sure-fire 
when the lights are low and the 
music soft, but they're of no value at the 
end of a telephone wire. Our voices and 
manners are all we have to portray 
(and sometimes betray) us, so we took 
an inventory and this is what we found. 
Of great importance is a pleasing 
voice. A harshly belligerent or bored 
tone can be very disillusioning, while 
"the voice with a smile" has a charm not 
to be disregarded. 
Cooperation with the operator is the 
proverbial stitch in time. A "please" 
or "thank you" gets much better serv-
ice from the operator than a frenzied 
jiggling of the hook. It is your privilege 
to be pleasant, but she has to be. 
A coy "Guess who?" or a blunt "Who 
is this?" have a most dampening effect. 
Ask for the person to whom you wish 
to speak. If he or she is not there it 
often facilitates matters for you to leave 
your name and phone number, or a 
message. Calls should be made at con-
venient times-if you're human you 
don't like crawling out of bed to be 
asked what the history lesson for to-
morrow is. 
Arrange to call from a place where 
you can hear the person at the other 
end of the wire. Irritating indeed are 
"I don't getcha" and ·"What's that?" 
Calm the gang down, plug your other 
ear with cotton and say, "I beg your 
pardon?" or "Will you please repeat?" 
The person who calls is usually the 
one to end the conversation. Close a call 
by saying "Goodbye." Childish "Well, 
bye bye" and slangy "So long" are on 
the list of "don'ts." Slamming the re-
ceiver is like a slap in the face. 
Thoughtfulness in writing messages 
down and delivering them promptly is 
appreciated. 
When you are busy it is correct to 
say, "May I call you back?" or "May I 
call you back in 15 minutes?" If you 
have left the iron on, or the water run-
ning in the tub, don't just vanish. Give 
a reason for leaving and ask if the per-
son will hold the line a minute. When 
back, say "I'm sorry to have kept you 
waiting." 
If someone has called to inquire how 
you are or to show an interest in your 
activities, thank him for calling before 
you hang up. Make conversations as 
brief as possible when you have guests. 
.If you find the conversation boring, 
carry on. You wouldn't put a guest out 
of your home if she were there talking 
to you. 
Some ordinarily courteous people 
make a telephone conversation grue-
some, but good manners over the wire 
are a real test. 
5 
Swing into Spring 
With Mother Goose 
H I DIDDLE diddle the cat and the fiddle. The cow jumped over the 
moon and said . . . "Spring is 
almost here." 
While the Engineers decide just how 
it was that the rats were piped out 
of Ireland, we can revel in the com-
ing of St. Patrick's Day, which heralds 
the coming of spring even more sure-
ly than does Ground Hog's Day. It 
is easy to become acclimated to a 
change in time and tempo when you 
see the new clothes, fashions, colors, 
and styles. When you look at the 
new clothes, you can imagine the good 
times that go with them. 
Comes spring at Iowa State: the 
brook by the dorms begins to gurgle; 
the swans glide on Lake Laverne; 
the moon is hard to ignore. Here is 
incentive to look still gayer and "spru-
cier" in classes. 
What are you going to wear? 
They have us baffled. Some 
silks look like wools and some 
wools look like silks. Satin and 
wool combinations will accom-
pany the unusual dearth of floral 
striped prints. 
Sleeves are plain this spring. 
Pleated and flared skirts are full 
only below the hips. Suede is 
prevalent; pleats abound; and 
hemline details predominate. 
Embroidery augments more em-
broidery. Sleeves wrinkle at 
the elbow. Necklines are in-
variably plain. Skirts are short 
enough to be becomingly youth-
ful. 
Dresses have molded lines, 
and are shown in flower sh ades alone 
and accenting blue and black. Watch 
for drapery, ticking stripes, lace on 
linen and clever belts. 
To go with these lines and styles 
are individual hair coiffures, new 
rotary and pointed eyelash brushes 
and well over twenty shades of nail 
polish from light to dark and dull to 
bright. 
Mary, Mary, quite contrary, how 
does your garden grow? Iowa belles 
and bombarding shells all in a row 
declare 
Hats like shoes and shoes like hats 
are new, very new. Exciting shoes in 
vivid shades or subtily delicate to 
match the costume are drt!ped much 
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lik·e a turban and tie about the ankle. 
Some tricky combinations built to 
cover those basic units, known as feet, 
are copper-colored shoes to go with 
navy and biege ensembles. The south-
ern climate and flower-scented br·eezes 
have seemed far from Iowa during 
many months but fashion will find a 
way. Up to the north from the winter 
beach resorts come those practical 
corked soled sandles with bottoms at 
least two inches thick. 
Navy blue gabardine pumps! Do 
you like them? They will blend or 
contrast suitably with :almost every-
thing this spring. Suede which was 
so popular in the fall invades this 
season also in a new footgear with 
lizard accents, which, they always tell 
us, don't scuff so easily. Did any of 
you know that in time for the Twisters? 
Little Boy Blue come blow your horn. 
The sheep are in the meadow and the 
women are in the corn flower blue 
and other pastel shades. 
In the spring parade is a lilac tweed 
jacket over a brown tweed skirt. 
Notice pastel tweeds now in suits and 
hip length coats. London designers 
favor flower shades for spring. Feel 
and look light and gay in lavendar , 
lilac, cyclamen, pink or pale mauve. 
One spring suit effectively combines 
a purple and cyclamen checked tweed 
jacket worn over a purple skirt. A 
little less intense but equally charm-
ing is a mauve woolen town frock 
under a mauve pink bolero. 
"Bolero Days" are definitely here. 
Popularity has called them back for 
another encore. A dark gray flannel 
dress striped with cyclamen is worn 
under a jacket of the latter color. And 
a bolero coat is really a coat with the 
bolero effect added only in front, where 
it is made trim and starchy with white 
pique lapels. 
Simple Simon met a pieman going to 
the fair. Said Simple Simon to the 
pieman, "What are pretty girls at the 
fair going to wear?" 
The pieman must h ave been quite 
up to date for h e knew that the old 
fashioned sunbonnets had been revived 
and are now called "City Sunbonnets." 
The novelty grosgrain is cut out at 
the sides, and, in true bonnet form, 
the hats project straight out in front. 
A ribbon under the chin completes 
the picture. Although flowers con-
tinue to be important, ribbons 
are more so. Spring brings 
chin-ribbons galore. 
If it isn't a poke or a bonnet 
that you want, perhaps it is an 
"inverted basin" hat with tiny 
crown, in soft gay colors, with 
ribbon trimmings. These are 
vividly reminiscent o f t h e 
French painters in the 18th 
century. 
Humpty Dumpty sat on a 
wall. Humpty Dumpty had a 
great fall . . . but he landed 
safely on one of those new 
plateau hats. 
Now Humpty is as good as 
new. And if you have seen those 
hats you know why. They are 
immense and give the felt round "brim" 
silhouette. They are crownless and 
plate like, and whether worn straight or 
at a slant they remind one of a plateau. 
Some of the rough staws are the shal-
lowest possible, as are the sailors of 
taffeta crowns or with brims of braid. 
For those who want an illusion of 
height there are still, and more popu-
lar than ever, the toques of ribbon 
loops or tulle frills piled on top of the 
head. One shiny moire-grosgrain rib-
bon toque of navy is decorated with 
Legion of Honor red. What could be 
more Frenchy? 
The idea is to expose the greatest, 
most attractive amount of hair con-
ceivable, whether your hat for spring 
is going to be a bonnet, toque, flat 
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disk, extremely shallow oanotier, or 
breton. 
Little Miss Muffett sat on a tuffet 
eatiEg her curds and .whey. Along 
came a spider and sat down beside her 
and carried Miss Muffett away by tell-
ing her all about the new tunics. 
Mainbocher has shown them in Paris. 
The essence of spring is this new 
pencil slimness of a well-fitted finger-
length tunic over a pleated skirt. And 
pleats are repeated in a black frock 
coat of stark simplicity. More gay is 
the two color combination of bright 
tan and black in a bibbed apron front, 
which is removable to reveal a 
plain black dress touched at the 
neck and cuffs with startling 
copper embroidery. 
Mainbocher also presents a 
parti-colored gown so that you 
look different coming and going. 
Would that be an advantage or 
disadvantage at tag dances? 
To emphasize the waist there 
are various shapes of inserted 
bands made of the same material 
as the rest of the dress or con-
trasting to it. Embroidered 
girdles appear on plain frocks, 
and possibly over such an insert-
ed waist band. These girdles 
are wide, narrow, two toned, 
revived by the designers. Also the 
strapless bodice you have read about 
and heard about is really here. 
Flower shades predominate the night-
time trends too. Cyclmen satin veiled 
by fine black lace is exquisite in a pic-
tone but strikingly different is a striped 
ture gown. In the same general color 
crepe evening gown in prune, blue, and 
cycalmen. 
Evening tailleur remains important, 
especially at the dinner hour. A long 
white, tailored, grosgrain coat over a 
satin gown has that certain "yumph" 
and finesse, to say nothing of the ways 
you could use it to vary CQstumes. 
Also tailored are the evening suits with 
contrast in colors, in fabric, or in both. 
Mary had a little lamb. His fleece 
was white as snow. And everywhere 
that Mary went the lamb was sure to 
go so he could see what was going to 
be worn in the rain. 
He found that for spring rains the 
feminine up-to-the-moment thing has 
an almost Oriental similitude. The 
transparent umbrella comes in spring-
like color schemes. 
Bright navy blue and white is the 
leading rainy-weather combination. 
This calls for a raincoat of rubberized 
crepe de chine and golashes of chalk 
white rubber. Or you may have a 
white coat of rubberized suede like 
cotton, and the same white boots and 
gay umbrella. This is a popular west-
coast fashion. 
But for the alert and wary the pocket 
raincoats are still a convenient remedy 
for the unrelenting, unfailing, but truly 
deceptive spring weather. 
A tisket, a tasket, a green and yellow 
basket containing flowers and other 
accessories for spring. 
Neutral beige shades, new purples 
and many colo·red. /--· --"""- "':.---
Hickory, Dickory, Dock! The mouse 
ran up the clock. The clock struck 
six and it was time for all those at-
tractive dinner gowns. 
Style centers say very slender even-
ing styles. Many gowns .are draped. 
Fullness from the knee down is being 
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and deep prints characterize spring 
stockings. Hollywood's contribution to 
the hosiery line is a flame red called 
Hollywood tomato. For the pink tinged 
frocks which might decline to blend 
with such violent shades there are pink 
tinged hose. 
Talking about pink is just what 
everyone wili be doing. But the de-
signers want just that for they are 
showing pink gauze blouses for jacket 
suits, pink faille for the bodice of a 
dress topped by a navy jacket. Pink 
suede gloves, pink veils, and pink 
flowers in the form of pale primroses 
and pink roses lighten black and navy. 
Town suits deluxe show different com-
binations of pink with navy or black-
pink bolero with navy dress and the 
reverse. 
Drawstring boleros look like dif-
ferent bodices. The string around the 
bottom makes them conform in shape 
to you and the dress. Try one in a 
print on a plain dress. 
-by Barbara Field 
Plan for Success 
"FIND work that you love to do and 
you will be happy," advised Miss 
Mabel Meek, former personnel di-
rector of Marshall Field Company, 
Chicago, when recently visiting the 
campus. 
~uccess doesn't come in a day ac-
cording to Miss Meek. "Lay out a 
course-plan, and develop your plan 
efficiently." 
The personnel director favors making 
a written analysis of yourself in choos-
ing an occupation. What is your voca-
tional attitude? Do you like mental 
work, research work, or would you 
prefer political life? Are you aggressive 
or retiring? 
"Know what you are capable of, 
then choose a job in accordance," she 
advised. "To be one hundred percent 
successful, develop 85 percent person-
ality and 15 percent technical knowledge. 
"Select your work carefully for your 
future happiness lies in the job 
that is best suited to you. 
"If you expect to enter the 
business world," Miss Meek 
commented, "you should have 
enthusiasm, imagination, power 
of observation, leadership abili-
ty, good appearance, unselfish-
ness, cooperation, a good dis-
position and always good man-
ners. 
"If you want to move up in the 
business scheme you must be 
determined. Keep saying, "I 
can, and I will!" she declared. 
"If in the work that you choose 
you find complete happiness," 
she affirmed, "you will have ac-
complished the supreme satis-
faction in life." 
Nature has washed her hands of winter, 
Leaving white spots of suds upon the ground 
And dirty water in the drain. 
And now, she rouges her cheeks for Spring 
Spilling her paints with a splashing sound.'-
Scouring the earth with ratn. 
by Ronny Ronningen 
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Metempsychosis frequently invades 
campus life. 
Turn a Spotlight on 
Love 
by Marian Eller 
A STRANGE NEW malady is 
sweeping the campus of Iowa 
State. Some say it is an old 
plague with a new name. But without 
doubt the malady is taking heavy toll 
in the student body! The first symptoms 
are loss of appetite, a wavering point 
average, new interest in poetry and 
romantic literature, and a heightened 
interest in appearance. Some of the 
afflictions are acute, others are chronic ; 
most cases are local. Metempsychosis! 
Four out of every five have it. Do you? 
Webster defines metempsychosis as 
the "transmigration of the soul to the 
body of another man." Perhaps the 
new connotation given the word by 
students · of Iowa State gives a deeper 
and richer meaning to the phenomenon 
l'orrii.erly known as "falling in love." 
lY.[any ~tuqents ;were interviewed on 
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their conception of this "flight of the 
soul". Some were victims, some were 
apparently immune, some had suc-
cumbed. Most all, even the cynical, 
agreed that true love was unselfish, a 
growing out of oneself to make room 
for the joys, troubles, and highest good 
of another. 
Perhaps you have not realized you 
have a motive for marriage. There are 
three principle motives for finding 
someone of the opposite sex who seems 
a suitable candidate for marriage. They 
are sex, economic security and affec-
tion. Affection makes greatest demands 
on individual character. An inquiry 
made of these students on the Iowa 
State Campus showed that affection 
was the great prime motive. They said 
that with affection there must be sym-
pathy, tolerence, forbearance and co-
operation. 
Both "falling in love" and "love at 
first sight" bear tribute to the spon-
taneity of the appearance of sex attrac-
tion and its concentration upon the in-
dividual of the opposite sex. This in-
fatuation, which may seem entirely 
new, is only the result of a prepara-
tion. The entire personality is the back-
ground out of which love develops. 
The majority of the group who were 
asked if they believed in "love at first 
sight" responded in the positive. Dr. W. 
Barlow said, "Certainly I believe in 
love at first sight but it is dangerous." 
He then added, "the more swiftly you 
fall in love the more leisurely should 
be the process of exploring the pos-
sibilities." 
The emotional or romantic mood is 
the most dangerous standard to test 
the reality and depth of an affection, 
because life is not lived on romantic 
feeling. A better test for the reality and 
depth of an affection is a true analysis 
of your temperaments, morals, feelings 
and attitudes toward service or cooper-
ation. If you still feel the same toward 
the person after the analysis perhaps 
you are in love. 
You may say that you love two of 
the opposite sex. Dr. L. K . Henry of 
the Psychology Department says, "It is 
very possible to love more than one 
person." In other words there is not 
only one man for you in this world. 
You may be happy with anyone of 
several. 
Are you making the most of your 
courtship? Courtship, an organic part 
of marriage, is not a mere passageway 
into marriage. It gives the young man 
and woman who are interested enough 
in each other to consider the possibility 
of marriage an opportunity to get 
thoroughly acquainted. During this 
time you both discover and test. You 
should do your best to call forth- the 
fullest possible response from the per-
son you are courting, for once you are 
married you may shut out interests 
which you might think the other 
would not appreciate. 
Dr. Ernest R. Groves, who 14 years 
ago introduced the first college course 
in marriage relations at the University 
of North Carolina, set forth seven rules 
for falling in love: 
Don't let yourself fall in love with 
the first person who comes along. Meet 
as many young people as you can of 
the opposite sex. 
Don't judge by party manners and 
dress; everyday life is different. 
Does he or she wear well? If you are 
bored now, think of what you may 
have to endure later. 
Will he, or she, grow with you-in 
mind and in character? If not, your 
own growth will make you unhappy. 
Will he, or she, put father or mother 
ahead of wife or husband? Look out 
for apron strings. 
Can he, or she, "take it"? 
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rrwhat would you stand on?" inquires a veteran journalist ttna mustczan 
A College Girl Looks at life 
"IT'S a wise old fox that knows hb 
own mind," goes an ancient adage 
. . . . . and it is a WISE coed that 
knows HER own mind, especially about 
that most important of subjects, her 
philosophy of life. 
A happyometer, quantitative, quali-
tative electro magnetic sensitive in-
strument, can measure the depth, width 
and number of smiles per day. Yet 
it cannot measure the richness of life. 
Life- the most valuable, the most de-
mocratic possession one can have-has a 
fullness not to be measured in years, 
or in dollars. 
Odd, isn't it, that so little time is 
spent in grasping the full meaning of 
this most precious inheritance? That 
we take so little to gain a comprehen-
sion of where we are going and why? 
Yet we give hours to learning to sew 
a straight seam, to build a house for 
$5,000, and to juggle vitamins and 
calories into their proper proportions. 
Mention the word philosophy to 
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a miscellaneous group. They are 
liable to turn upon you a blank 
stare and a "what-the-devil-are-you-
talking-about-anyway" look. In fact 
one writer has gone so far as to say: "If 
the vast majority of us are equipped 
with anything resembling an outlook 
upon life and the world, it consists of a 
substratum of superstition about the 
supernatural, a smattering of social 
theory, a nest of group prejudices, a 
few wise saws, a rumor or two from 
science, a number of slipshod obser-
vations of life. To call this hodge podge 
a philosophy is to take unwarranted 
liberty with language-no, the best that 
can be said is that, speaking generally, 
we are spiritually hungry and hanker 
after cosmic interpretations." 
Registration into college does not 
innoculate one with a philosophy of 
life. The fact that a woman attends 
college does not mean that she will 
have a precipitation of ideas. Yet ask 
the freshman girl to write a set of 
working principles for living, and she 
can and will do it and do it well. 
What is it that we wish for most in 
our lives? 
Truth? 
Beauty? 
Goodness? 
Or is it happiness we seek? 
Probably it is all of them. 
But that is not the true philosop!.J 
of the college woman. In the majority 
of instances she wants an attractive 
home, a healthy, intellectually active 
husband who adores her, and well-bred 
children. She desires to become an 
integral part of some community. In 
exceptional cases she wants a career. 
But these wants are only a means 
to an end, and the end is the BIG thing. 
She wants to feel that she is a part of 
that mass of humanity who are ever 
working toward a bigger and better 
world, working toward the advance of 
civilization and a better conception of 
life for everyone. 
The college woman is no different 
from other women. 
Peace of mind and tranquility of out-
look-an inner poise-are achieved by 
prayer, or if you prefer, meditation. 
The chief complaint of the college wo-
man is, "I have no time to think." She 
must take time in order to decide what 
she wants out of life. 
Once she has her creed, her philoso-
phy, her attitude toward life formulated, 
let her ask herself, "If the heavens 
should fall would I stand on that?" 
W HENEVER YOU drive a car you do many things which are indi-
cations of your general ability 
as a driver-things which would be in-
terpreted by a psychologist in neat little 
columns of statistics, or in terms which 
would tell you whether or not you were 
up to par. Improving your driving 
should be one of the results of your be-
coming more accident conscious, as or-
ganizations of all sorts are trying to 
impress upon you these days. 
To the countless questions of "Could 
the accident have been prevented?" the 
answer of the National Research Coun-
cil in nine out of ten cases is "Yes!" The 
Council ascribes about 90 percent of 
accidents to the driver. In the intense 
emphasis placed on physical and me-
chanical aspects of safety the human 
element, the psychological factor, has 
been forgotten. 
Dr. A. R. Lauer, associate professor 
of psychology at Iowa State College, de-
duces the following facts from obser-
vation and examination of over 10,000 
drivers: "More persons violate traffic 
ordinances inadvertently than wilfully. 
A study of accident spot maps will con-
vince most anyone that situations which 
seem well protected by safety devices 
are often potentially dangerous. It is 
necessary to study drivers to find out 
what defects lead to accident situations. 
Faulty physical conditions of the high-
way can be remedied only when this 
is known." 
It is with the idea of finding out why 
accidents occur and at the same time to 
inform drivers of their weak points and 
how to overcome them that driving 
tests have been developed. 
Four weaknesses are responsible for 
much highway trouble according to Dr. 
Lauer: 
1. The driver does not see or hear 
the warnings given because of defective 
eyes or ears. 
2. The driver does not see or hear 
warnings and signals because his at-
tention is diverted to other things or be-
cause he does not interpret them. 
3. He does see signs but is unable to 
comply with the regulations because of 
faulty manipulation or poor control of 
his car. 
4. He did see and hear the signals and 
could have stopped but purposely drove 
on thinking either it didn't matter, this 
time wouldn't count, or he could get 
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by with it. These we ascribe to poor at-
titudes and lack of intelligence. 
The best records for safe driving have 
been made by people between the ages 
of 25 and 35. Those who are most ac-
tive and strongest, who are not too 
emotional or excitable, nor too lethar-
gic, of average intelligence and with 
some education on the high school level 
and who have had considerable driving 
experience and are physically fit in 
every respect make superior records. 
"Further years of driving is not a 
criterion of experience, but miles of 
driving per year is one of the best in-
dications of safe driving ability. The 
driver with the greatest number of 
miles, other things being equal, is the 
one who has fewest accidents. We need 
to analyze the driving responses of the 
average driver to bring him to higher 
efficiency while on the road," says Dr. 
Lauer. 
On this campus, where cars are a rar-
ity among the women, questioning re-
vealed that they are quite conscientious 
about how they drive when they have 
the opportunity. 
Miriam Eller, H. Ec. Ed. Jr. , when 
asked if the recent epidemic of highway 
accidents affected her driving or her 
reactions to riding in cars replied, "I 
don't drive as fast and I am more watch-
ful for traffic signals and signs. I would 
rather drive myself than ride with fast, 
careless drivers." 
Marian Weinel, H. Eq. Jr., also says 
she tries to drive more carefully after 
hearing of several accidents. She too 
dislikes to ride with careless drivers. 
Mabel Sherrill, H. Ec. So., thinks that 
driving tests are an excellent means to-
ward highway safety. She is more care-
ful when driving after she has been con-
cerned about some accident. 
Harriet Dawkins, H . Eq. So., com-
ments, "Ever since J met a car which 
was going around a truck on a curve, 
I have watched my driving more care-
fully. It was too close to forget right 
away!" 
Elaine DeBerg, Diet. So., applied her 
observations to the campus when she 
said that "slippery streets always make 
me more conscious of the danger cross-
ing on Lincoln way near the dorms." 
"It does not affect me unless I see the 
accident," answered June Chloupek, H . 
Ec. So., when asked if accidents made 
her more conscious of her responsibility. 
You may aid in accident prevention 
by being sure that the car you drive is 
in perfect order and that you yourself 
are psychologically alert. 
Campus Contest 
by Eunice Anderson 
H ow would you like an opportunity to design a dress for the heroine of 
a novel? This opportunity is open 
to all college students talented in the 
are of dress design in the Design fiYr a 
L iving Con test which is sponsored by 
Mademoiselle magazine. 
Contestants are to create a perfect 
accessory dress for that ambitious young 
career woman who is the heroine of 
Sara Penoyer's popular book, Polly 
Tu cker, Merchant. The search is for a 
perfect summertime dress which will 
carry our career girl to her office, to 
lunch with someone who must be im-
pressed, to a party on "big business' and 
probably to dinner and a show in the 
evening. Just like all coeds and career 
women, Polly must be well but not too 
expensively dressed every minute of the 
day and evening. 
The cleverest campus creator will be 
presented with her design made up by 
Bonwit and Teller. The next five win-
ners will be awarded a four-yard length 
of the fabric in which they submitted 
their design. 
Contestant design sheets and swatches 
of fabric to be used may be obtained by 
sending a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope to Mademoiselle, 1 East Fifty-
seventh street, New York City. All en-
tries must be mailed on or before mid-
night, March 15. 
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Male Critics 
Talk of Clothes 
~NOW suits head the list of "pet 
() peeves" voiced by numerous out-
standing men of the campus. Peas-
ant scarves worn over the head are 
second in the list of those things consid-
ered most unattractive. 
Kelly Hannan, G. E. Jr., emphatically 
declares, "Outside of ski pants, there's 
nothing worse than scarves tied around 
heads! Ski boots aren't attractive, 
either." He continued by saying, how-
ever, that low-heeled shoes look much 
better than high heeled ones for walking 
on the campus. 
Paul Strickland, For. Jr., also voices 
a strenuous objection to ski suits, espe-
cially if they are not absolutely neces-
sary. He also considers it absurd for 
girls with bare legs to appear buried 
beneath their entire winter wardrobe. 
"Hair dresses should fit the person-
ality of the wearer," he asserts, "and 
mannish haircuts are out." As to skirt 
lengths, "Red" likes them two to three 
inches below the knee. 
"Veils may be all right in Turkey, but 
what a lot of dizzy hats there are on 
the campus." Thus Bob Moody, Eng. So., 
tells the feminine world what he thinks 
of their headgear. Strangely enough, 
most of the men agree on their disap-
proval of veils and peaked hats. Fash-
ionable, yes, but not to them. 
Clem Abbot, Dept. Bact. Grad. from 
South Africa, along with the majority 
of men interviewed, prefers coloring 
that "looks as if it might be natural, 
even if it isn't." He tells us that on the 
dark continent girls are now using cos-
metics for evening wear but very little 
is seen on the campus. 
When asked about his likes and dis-
likes as to girls' campus apparel, Bill 
Friley, I. S. Sr., pleads for a deeper ex-
pression of femininity. He prefers 
dresses to sweaters and skirts. As to 
coiffures, he emphasizes his preference 
for long bobs. 
"Those two things are all that I'd 
ask of a girl," he says, but adds, "I dis-
tinctly dislike mannish shirts, bright 
nail polish ancf excessive jewelry." 
Over a coke, Charles King, G. E. Jr., 
dittoed the protest against ski suits and 
peasant scarves. Along a similar line, 
he objects to mannish outfits. If you 
would please "Chuck," you'll strike a 
happy medium with your formal, neither 
too tailored nor too bedecked; you'll 
wear high heels; let your skirts come a 
little closer to the ground, and refrain 
from indulging in hair bows, a lot of jew-
elry, big fuzzy mittens and your favor-
ite gay cellophane raincape. You might 
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swing out with a page boy bob 
if you think you're the type, for 
he's especially fond of this style 
of coiffure. 
Dude Roy, G. E. Jr., joins in 
the crusade against our main 
protection from the wintry 
blasts, ski suits and colorful 
scarves tied over the head. Next 
to that, his most heart-felt pro-
test is against hose rolled below 
the knees worn with skirts that 
can't quite make it down over 
the roll. Extreme nail polish is 
definitely out with Mr. Roy and 
the same decree goes for your 
crisp veil. 
"Natural or delicate tints in 
nail polish are nice, but none of 
these vivid shades," Keith Coch-
ran, E. E. Sr. and president of the ward 
social system, firmly states. Almost all 
of the men interviewed agreed, but Walt 
Stephen, the red-haired waiter at the 
Union, want "either natural or very 
bright, with no inbetween tones." 
"Above all," says Fred Sawyer, Mn. E. 
Sophomore class president, "girls should 
look comfortable." The gay, casual, 
sport clothes are what most of the men 
prefer. 
"I don't like to see loud green dresses 
on red heads," complains John Law, 
Chern. E. So. He thinks it looks ridicu-
Lous to see anklets in winter. Johnny, 
however, is very tolerant of ski pants 
but dislikes coats worn with them and 
insists that ski boots are the only foot-
gear that looks well accompanying them. 
Glenn Wogen, Dy. In. Jr., voices an 
antipathy for plucked eyebrows that 
are allowed to become bristly. Glenn 
says he can't get accustomed to nail 
polish that "matches" each dress re-
gardless of the shade or color, and he 
detests highly colored toe nails peeping 
out from a cut out sandal. He also re-
marks that he always prefers coats to 
match dresses in length. 
From Earl Kindig, For. Sr., comes a 
plea against extr~ely short skirts 
when the legs beneath them do not 
warrant undue exposure. He narrows 
our field of colors down to blue and 
black for blondes and red for brunettes. 
With few exceptions he pronounces 
other colors atrocious. Earl's a bit con-
servative about formals, too. He dis-
approves of a great exposure of back. 
He is also willing to give directions on 
how to walk. 
"Walk as though you really meant to 
v.t.lk. Don't just scuff along. Put some-
thing into it! 
"Hair rolled all around the head 
makes one look like a peeled onion," 
he declares. 
Dean Clark, G. E. Jr., lists innumer-
able details that bother him. On skirt 
lengths, he advocates following the 
dictates of the present style. He heart-
ily dislikes seeing a girl attempt to look 
exotic when her type is the opposite, 
and won't tolerate "upside down sauce 
pan hats." 
Dean is another member of the male 
population who doesn't like to put a 
cold hand on a completely nude back 
while he dances. He implies that only if 
your hands are long and attractive, wear 
dark nail coloring. 
If you're dancing with Mr. Clark, ap-
ply your lipstick gently so that he won't 
have samples of it on his tux shirt. Many 
others second this suggestion. 
Those comfy warm little knitted caps 
with tassels on top and bills in front 
don't meet with Dean's approval, nor 
does formal riding habit or culottes. 
He told us confidentially that he stopped 
dating a girl once because she appeared 
at a picnic in a pair of culottes. 
Yes, that's what they think of us, our 
clothes and behavior. But the one thing 
they want most is naturalness, in dress 
and manner, and that means being our-
selves, now and always. 
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WHAT ' s 
Textiles and Clothing 
N ON -SHRINKABLE woolens would be heralded with delight. From 
Textiles Chemistry at Iowa State 
College comes the news that by treating 
sheep's wool or any kind of animal hair 
with formaldehyde it is much less apt 
to be affected by the action of strong 
bases, steam and boiling water. The 
fiber so treated will resist better the 
action of the chemicals and will not be 
shortened or shrunk. 
Everyone wants to be becomingly 
dressed, but most of us must rely on 
personal opinion. Mrs. Buchanan, Tex-
tiles and Clothing Department, is doing 
a research problem in costume design 
from which she hopes to derive proof as 
to references for certain degrees for 
angular patterns with each of the two 
types of faces. From these preferences 
it will be possible to develop suggestions 
for becoming dress and to speak with 
proof for the statements, the results of 
which will be available soon. 
+ 
A smooth, comfortable sleeping sur-
face is always assured with a loose 
quilt pad top which is a new feature of 
a tuftless inner-spring mattress. The 
pad is securely held by tapes over the 
four comers of the mattress and is 
easily removable for laundering. 
+ 
Gay colored animals with ears and 
tails that flop and wag are now being 
appliqued on children's handkerchiefs. 
These designs include red cats stitched 
on in black with red felt tails which are 
loose and wag; green elephants, stitched 
on with black, with green felt ears 
which flop; and clowns with felt colors 
that create an attractive design. 
+ 
Household · Equipment 
A new streamline cordless iron is sup-
plied with current through an insulated 
base which serves as a stand for the 
iron. The base contains the contacts 
supplying the current. A multiple switch 
controls the heat for rayon, silk, wool, 
cotton and linen; a thermostat regulates 
the ironing temperature. A new type 
heating element allows the iron to re-
heat rapidly with unusual heat reten-
tion, thus reducing ironing expense. 
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At last we have it, a practical, 
sanitary shower head. No more clogged 
pin head holes to spoil the spray. 
This one diverges the water through 
slots. An accompanying feature is an 
adjustment handle which will slide the 
slots about, like the top of a spice can, 
for a large, medium or small spray. 
+ 
A new type of kitchen mixer is now 
on the market provided with three 
beaters, of which two can be used with 
a small bowl and either two or three 
with a large bowl. When three beaters 
are used, there is less dead center space 
and a more complete and rapid mixing 
is achieved. A wide range of speeds 
is provided by a special type of brush-
shifting control so located that the speed 
may be altered at the touch of a thumb 
even while the mixer is removed from 
its stand. 
+ 
A folding device that may be used 
for either a tray or a table is new! The 
transformation is accomplished (while 
the top is loaded) by a twist of one 
handle, or a finger touch on a lock lever 
below the handle. The table folds com-
pactly and felt buttons on the legs keep 
them from marring any surfaces. 
+ 
The latest in personalized cooking 
utensils is momogramed glass ovenware. 
Upon request to a well known manu-
facturer, you may have your monogram 
put on ovenware, coffee services and 
other kitchen ware. 
A modern waffle iron, typifying the 
newer type of styling for table cooking 
appliances, has been introduced on the 
market. This new iron has rounded 
plain surfaces which make it easy to 
clean; a wide tray base and batter-over-
flow rim; and an accurate heat indicator 
which indicates when the batter is to be 
poured in. 
NEW IN 
Two new floor finishes are now on 
the market. The first is a no- rubbing 
waterproof wax which is said to be-
come brighter the more it is scrubbed 
and walked on. The other is a non-
skid finish which has passed several 
safety tests. It is applied like wax and 
will resist boiling water. 
Students testing silk, uJ 
A new silent light switch is ready to 
replace the present "snap" switch. This 
switch is small and compact with liter-
ally no parts to wear out. The contacts 
are made and broken by the movement 
of a mercury column. The actual 
switching element is the size of a small 
coat button, composed of two metal 
disks sealed in glass, and can be installed 
in any standard switch box. 
Technical Journalism 
As a result of years of research, a 
booklet, in which many problems of 
child feeding are solved, has been pre-
pared by two members of the staff of 
the Merrill-Palmer School. The book-
let is enriched with the long experiences 
of the authors, Mary E. Sweeney and 
Dorothy Curts Buck, and is complete 
with recipes designed for the entire 
family which may also be given to a 
child. 
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I 0 ME ECONOMICS 
Facts, Fads and Frauds in Nutrition 
by Helen S. Mitchell and Gladys M. 
Cook of the Mass. Experimental Station 
at Amherst contains a summary of in-
formation, decisions and criticisms by 
recognized authorities concerning nu-
tritional and therapeutic claims in food 
advertising as well as faulty concepts 
regarding foods and nutrition. 
: silk and rayon textiles. 
Education 
The effects of Home Economics on 
the life of the masses, and the classes, 
and the status of the women of the 
Orient were studied by Dean Millam, 
director of Home Economics of Oregon 
State system of higher education. She 
studied their life at home, in factories 
and markets, mills and craft shops. 
Floods and warfare added a variation 
to the course of study, but served to 
show how Home Economics adjusts 
itself to emergencies. 
A new step has been taken by the 
Education Department at Colorado 
Agriculture College, Ft. Collins, Colo-
rado. 
The student teachers live in a com-
munity six weeks and participate in 
every experience for which a home 
economics teacher is responsible. The 
regular teachers take a course in super-
vision of student teachers in order to 
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guide and help the student teachers. 
This makes the regular teachers quali-
fied to give valuable assistance. 
+ 
Foods and N utrition 
A new canned product, strained apri-
cot-apple sauce, which makes delightful 
mousse, ice cream, gelatin salad, or 
custard, has recently been developed. 
+ 
Weighing eggs to determine their 
freshness is a method being developed 
by the United States Department of 
Agriculture. 
+ 
Removing the germ from coffee beans 
by a process recently developed will, it 
is claimed, prevent coffee from becom-
ing too rancid. 
+ 
Stainless steel baking dishes have 
been designed that can be lifted directly 
from the stove and placed at once on the 
table ready to serve! Heat proof plastic 
trays are used to protect table finishes. 
Of classic modern design, the dishes 
have a satin finish that gleams like a 
mirror and will not tarnish . The finish 
will not chip or break , cleans like glass 
and food stains will wash off quickly. 
The manufacturers claim that this eco-
nomical ovenware requires less heat in 
cooking, remains hot longer and saves 
extra dish washing. 
+ 
Definitely new is the patent for ex-
tracting the essential oil from pepper, 
sage, caraway and other spices. The 
oils are practically colorless and are 
preferable for uses in which the natural 
colors of these condiments are ob-
jectionable. 
+ 
"Orchids in your ice cream?" Amaz-
ing as it sounds it is true. A newly de-
veloped vanilla sugar (authentically 
made from the vanilla planifolia orchid) 
is now generally available for use. 
A new machine has been developed 
which protects packaged cereal products 
from insect infestation. The Entoleter 
destroys the minute and unseen forms 
of insect life which accompany cereal 
foods through all manufacturing opera-
tion. Thus if the package is properly 
sealed there is no chance for insects to 
enter it and it comes to the consumer 
in perfect condition. 
Busy housekeepers will welcome a 
new ready-to-serve compote of mixed 
fruits in gelatine. If the can is chilled 
in the refrigerator for four hours or 
more, the jelly solidifies so that it may 
be tumed out of the can in the form of 
a cylinder six inches long. This may 
be sliced and served with whipped 
cream as a dessert or as a salad with 
lettuce and dressing. 
+ 
As a result of an extensive survey of 
elementary school children made by 
the American Dental Association in 
collaboration with the U. S. Public 
Health Service, it was found that dental 
decay is more prevalent in the northern 
than in the southern part of the United 
States. The difference in the amount 
of decay has been attributed to the 
smaller amount of vitamin D produced 
by sunshine iJ;J. the northern region. 
These results suggest the desirability 
of adding vitamin D to the diet. 
+ 
You need no longer wonder what's 
happening to that chocolate pudding in 
the double boiler; one look will tell 
you. Visible cooking in a double boiler 
of sparkling glass directly over the 
flame is now possible. The advantages 
are numerous. The glass boiler never 
absorbs odors, never permanently dis-
colors, always looks new and has 
smart heat-resisting glass handles 
mounted on chrome bands that never 
char or burn. 
+ 
To fill the need for a simple and ac-
curate timer, a new electric "kitchen 
timer" has been manufactured. It can 
also be used conveniently in any loca-
tion where accuracy is desired and 
simple operation is mandatory. To set 
the timer, the alarm knob is turned un-
til the red pointer indicates the desired 
interval. Any operation up to three and 
one-half hours may be timed. 
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SPRING IS HERE! 
EARLY SHOWINGS of 
Cartwright and Louise 
Mulligan Dresses 
Shag-moor Coats and Suits 
NoMend Hosiery 
W earwright Gloves 
Knox Hats 
TILDEN'S 
Dependable since 1869 
Alums Soar to New Highs 
by Faithe Danielson 
G OOD news for those who are 
soon to graduate and to the 
alumnae in home economics is 
the report of the placements that are 
made each day. As time moves on 
graduates move on ·to bigger and bet-
ter positions. 
Catherine Greig Olson, '37, who was 
married to Earl H. Jacobson last De-
cember, was given an unexpected 
Christmas present in the form of 'an 
assistantship to Prudence Penny, the 
director of home economics for the De-
troit Times. In a recent letter, Mrs. 
Jacobson says, "My duties are largely 
secretarial, but I also have to compose 
a great many of the 'shorts.' Today 
I assisted Prudence in the we2kly 
cooking school, and expect to alternate 
at that with Mary Apple, the other 
member of the Home Economics staff." 
Lorraine 
Hoevet, ' 37 
Maurine 
Hobkirk, '37 
Doris Nesbitt, M.S. '32, is employed 
by the Nevada State Department of 
Education. During the first semester 
of each school year, she is located at 
the University of Nevada, Reno, where 
she does teacher training work for the 
home economics seniors. 
Gertrude Hippe, '34, began work 
February 1 in the Casa & Grande, Ari-
zona high school, teaching home eco-
nomics. 
Ardell Lewis, Ex. '38, is teaching 
home economics in the Littl-e Rock, 
Iowa high school for the remainder of 
the school year. 
Generva Faber, '37, has begun teach-
ing home economics in the North Eng-
lish, Iowa high school. 
Merle Ramer, '25, went to Stephens 
Emmett Township high school. 
Louise Wyatt, '37, is teaching in the 
College, Columbia, Mo., for the second 
semester to assist with costume de-
sign and clothing construction classes. 
Janis Black, '37, teaches in Amos 
Hiatt Junior High School, Des Moines. 
Loraine Hoevet, '37, is teaching in the 
high school at Albert City, Iowa. 
Ruth Cook, '36, former Homemaker 
editor and recently with the Ohio Val-
ley Dairy Council in Cincinnati, is an 
assistant to Mary Meade of the Chicago 
Tribune. Mary Meade is Ruth Ellen 
Lovrien, '33. 
Barbara Cupp, '37, who has been do-
ing retail selling for Commonwealth 
Edison in Chicago, is now a lighting 
advisor in the Home Service Depart-
ment. 
Wanda Goodhue, '36, who has been 
a demonstrator for The Junket Com-
pany, is the new assistant in the Home 
Service Department of the Southern 
United Ice Company, Jackson, Miss. 
After a period of training Miss Good-
hue will be located at Memphis, Tenn. 
Genevieve Van Horn, '37, is man-
ager of the cafeteria for the Stratfield 
Hotel, Bridgeport, Conn. Miss Van Horn 
was an assistant at the International 
House in Chicago previous to this 
appointment. 
Maurine Hobkirk , '37, has a position 
in the Sewing School, Sears Ro2 buck 
State St. Store, Chicago. 
Vera Joyce Horswell, '37, has been 
in the Sears Roebuck Store, Des Moines, 
and is now transferred to Chicago. 
Beth Thomas, '35, has a new position 
in the Norfolk General Hospital, Nor-
folk, Va. , as administrative assistant 
to the dietitian. Miss Thomas has been 
at the George Ben Johnson Memorial 
Hopsital of Southwest Virginia, Ab-
ingdon, Va. 
Katherine Sandven, '36, is dietitian 
at the Northern Michigan Tubercu-
losis Sanitarium, Gaylord, Mich. 
Alice Abbott, '36, is assistant dieti-
tian in the Nurses Dormitory, Uni-
versity Hospitals of Cleveland, 0 ., 
where she had dietitics interneship. 
Margaret Elizabeth Taylor, '27, dieti-
tian at Evangelical Deaconess Hospital 
in Cleveland for 8 years, and Charles 
W. Elliott, president of Elliott El·2-
vator Co., Millersburg, 0., were mar-
ried in January. Mr. and Mrs. Elliott 
sailed for a cruise to the West Indies, 
South America, and Bahamas. They 
will live at 103 North Monroe St., Mil-
lersburg, 0. 
Della Buell, '35, was married in Janu-
ary to Mr. Richard Davison, Wapello, 
Iowa. Carrie Holland, '33, was mar-
ri-ed to Merlin H. Anderson recently. 
Mr. Anderson is Sanitary Engineer with 
the State Department of Health, Des 
Moines, Iowa. Miss Holand was home 
demonstration agent in Clay and Dick-
inson counties, and has been replaced 
by Leona McClaran, '32, formerly 
home lighting advisor for the Kansas 
City Power and Light Co., Kansas City, 
Mo. 
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Short Cuts to Spring Vogue 
by Marie Larson 
LADY, how about a flower for your lapel? It's being done, you know. 
These flowers must be handpicked, 
picked from the superabundance of 
spring prints. 
For your spring silk suit, you will 
love the new flowered print dresses with 
tailored jackets of matching plain ma-
terial. The flower is cut from the print 
and appliqued upon the lapel. "And it's 
so easy to do," said Miss Bonnie Early, 
educational sewing consultant, who vis-
ited the Textiles and Clothing Depart-
ment recently. 
"A sewing machine can be used to 
applique the designs. Have you noticed 
the abundance of embroidery work be-
ing used on the clothes this spring?" she 
asked. 
Here are embroidery ideas: a dress of 
red with a delicately embroidered white 
belt as its only accent; a smart sports 
dress of pastel shade with embroidered 
monograms on breast pocket and match-
ing purse; a graceful dress of rayon 
with chenille embroidered flowers on 
each shoulder of the finger-tip length 
cape and on a wide belt of matching 
material; a lovely embroidered scarf 
which lends a touch of color to a dark 
tailored suit. 
For these and for the designs you may 
wish to embroider in angora yarn on the 
soft, sheer wools, there are sewing ma-
chine attachments that reduce hand-
work .to a minimum. Miss Early sug-
gested a simple way this can be done. 
The design may best be traced upon 
tissue paper and sewed directly on the 
paper basted on the fabric. When the 
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design has been stitched the paper is 
removed. 
Many decorative stitches can be made 
without the aid of any attachment. 
Cable stitching is done by merely loos-
ening the tension of the machine and 
winding the bobbin loosely with the 
decorative thread. 
The so-called zip zagger is an attach-
ment popular with those who sew lace, 
ruffles, designs, or motifs on their gar-
ments. The result is an irregular but 
substantial stitch. 
Haven't we all admired the shirred 
and quilted evening jackets we have 
seen? Shirred bodices in evening 
gowns and street dresses and quilted 
collar and cuff sets are details which add 
greatly to the smartness of your ward-
robe. The shirring foot and the quilt-
ing attachment are some of the latest 
additions to the large number of sewing 
machine attachments that are becoming 
widely used by style conscious women 
everywhere. 
Day and Night Hosiery 
New, fascinating and original are the 
fluorescent "day and night" hosiery-
one color in the daytime and entirely 
different under electric lights. You will 
see them in-
Sherrytone--a deep rich port wine 
shade 
Glitter-a rosy brown to blend with 
wines, greens, rusts and browns 
Red Clay-a copper tone, chosen be-
cause of its fluorescence for both day 
and evening 
FRANK THEIS 
DRUGGIST 
217 MAIN STREET 
FRESH 
IS THE WORD FOR IT 
Keep spic and span by 
PATRONIZING 
AMES LAUNDRY 
We Call for and Deliver 
PHONE 47 
Reme mbe r 
Mr. Toney will be in Ames 
about March 3rd. 
Send him a card and he 
will call and give you 
estimates on expert pic-
ture framing of all kinds. 
When in Des Moines 
Visit 
Toney~s 
Picture Shop 
705-707 Grand Ave. 
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LOVELY YARNS 
in 
LUSCIOUS COLORS 
For those of you who knit 
and 
For those of you who don't 
Garments are made to order 
MRS. MARSHALL 
NEW MODE HAT SHOPPE 
Sheldon-Munn Hotel Bldg. 
PATRONIZE 
HOMEMAKER ADVERTISERS 
IF THE LADY 
IS DISCRIMINATING 
~ 
She Buys Her Hats 
at the 
NEW MODE 
HAT SHOPPE 
~ 
GAGE · CATALINA · ROBERTS 
DUBERRY RICHMOND 
~ 
Sheldon-Munn Hotel Bldg. 
For Discriminating Appetites 
We Suggest 
THE 
COLLEGE INN 
Where good food and 
service are assured 
2426 LINCOLN WAY 
Good Shoppers All 
by Elaine Cutler 
C OLLEGE women know what they want, at least when they go shop-
ping. 
I popped into Hannum's Monday 
night. (I liked a yellow taffeta formal 
in the window, and it was a long way 
home and my ears were cold.) While I 
was there, I talked to Miss Margaret 
Reis, and she told me that she likes to 
wait on college girls because they know 
what they want when they come in. 
She said, "They're frank. If they don't 
like what I show them, they tell me so 
right away, and if they do like it, they 
say so. They prefer smart and colorful 
accessories, and are always looking for 
new ways to change old dresses-bright 
flowers, gay scarfs, and bags." 
Mrs. Marion Hasbrouck, assistant head 
of the Sports Shop at Y ounkers, agrees 
that college girls are interesting to wait 
on. While I was there, four girls from 
Iowa State came in, asked for what they 
wanted, found it and left in a surpris-
ingly short time. 
"College women usually have definite 
ideas about what they want when they 
come in," said Mrs. Hasbrouck, "and I 
like the things they pick out." 
She continued to say that they choose 
the classic type pull-over sweaters with 
crew necks. The Brooks type neck is 
another favorite. They like short 
sleeves, and look for hand-sewing on 
the sleeves and seams. 
Simple sweaters are preferred by 
them. Blouses, another important item 
for college girls, in crepes and light-
weight wools with short sleeves are 
popular. 
Colors frequently chosen are muted 
colors, berry shades, and soft blues. 
Classic shirt-waist dresses are favorites, 
in crepes and alpacas. Short or swirling, 
or fan-pleated skirts will whirl around 
Great Hall every Friday and Saturday 
night. College women like small prints 
in small designs, as a rule. Knitwear is 
indispensable at college, and the peren-
nial favorite is a ribbed knit of zephyr 
wool. 
Suits of two types, man-tailored and 
dressmaker, win favor. Men's-wear 
flannels and gabardines in navy, black 
and London green are the favorites in 
the man-tailored suits. They like dress-
maker suits in Shetland wools in muted 
colors, berry shades, soft blues and 
biege. With the dressmaker suits, they 
want lingerie-type blouses, following 
the Gibson Girl silhouette. These blouses 
come in batistes with lots of tucks and 
lace. 
Even though they do want lovely 
things, college girls are economical and 
look for interchangeable garb. The new 
plaid jackets are making a hit. They 
combine many lovely colors which can 
be wom with different colored skirts. 
Jo Niendorf, T. and C. Sr., worked in 
ii. sports department last summer and 
thinks that college women pay much 
more attention to color, becomingness 
and style in date dresses, while they look 
for durability and smartness in school 
clothes. 
The average college girl does not shop 
with her mother during vacations, but 
she frequently brings another girl along 
for help in decisions. College girls would 
rather decide for themselves whether or 
not dresses are becoming. They rely 
less on the salesgirl's opinion than older 
women do. Jo thinks that college girls 
are not too conservative. They choose 
dresses with unusual trims, little things 
which will make them different from the 
crowd. 
Mrs. M. B. Johnson at the Rogers' 
Collegian Shop also says that college 
women are good shopers. They are de-
cisive and seldom quibble over prices. 
College women want good things even 
though they are faddy and often quote 
brand names, according to Mrs. John-
son. 
All in all, college women must be 
good buyers. At least they know what 
they want-and they get it! 
SPIDER MADE 
It was of fragile, silver silk, 
Delicately woven with unusual sheen. 
I wondered what it was and then 
Su<ldenly I recognized a half-forgotten dream. 
by Ronny Ronningen 
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Rejuvenated Clothes 
by Rachel Roewe 
D O YOU remember Aladdin's con-
spirators trading new lamps for 
old? Yes, it was a fairy tale 
and the objects were lamps, but now 
transformations just as miraculous can 
be made in your spring wardrobe. 
To accomplish all of this Miss Fanny 
Potgieter, of the Textiles and Clothing 
Department, states that the chief style 
features are shortened skirts, built-up 
skirtlines, boleros, and modified sleeves 
such as three-quarter length with some 
of the fullness removed from the top 
of the sleeve. 
Being confronted with many differ-
ent problems, we must remember to 
consider the dress and the style becom-
ing to our individual type. That's almost 
an adage of Iowa State College, but 
how important! 
Turns to a Tunic 
Helen E. Clark, H . Ec. Jr., suggests 
that a tunic dress be cut off to the new 
length, about seven inches below the 
waistline, and fitted to the figure. 
Jean Metcalf, H. Ec. So., says, "For 
the newest thing in blouses, cut off one 
of your old silk dresses seven inches 
below the waist and you'll have the 
sophisticated tubular blouse which looks 
so well with the longer-jacketed suits." 
If your suit is of the shorter jacket 
type, just use a bright colored false 
front to brighten it. 
"And make your blouse with the 
draped effect!" emphasizes Eunice An-
derson, H. Ec. Jr. And why not make 
it convertible? One day it would be a 
plaid and the next day a plain color! 
No Bolero Blues 
Elizabeth Ann Dickinson, H. Ec. Grad., 
changed her pleated skirts by inserting 
a bright plaid in the kick-pleat with a 
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scarf of the same material at the neck. 
She made a white lace bolero for her 
black dress! Rather than lace, a print, 
plaid, or checks are smart. A dress 
with a peplum has possibilities for an 
imaginative seamstress. The peplum can 
be used for raising the waistline while 
printed silk material may be fashioned 
into the top. The original waist can be-
come a bolero for completion, a sash of 
the printed material is tied in front. 
Boleros scalloped around the edges, 
trinuned or plain, make interesting ad-
ditions in your wearing apparel. 
Stretching the Season 
In the spring wool dresses are usually 
too warm to wear. "Take one of your 
old dresses, cut it off at the waist and 
you have a new skirt," says Audrey 
Smith, H. Ec. Jr. Here boleros would 
enter into the picture again, for one 
could be made out of the top of the 
dress. A checked jacket would be an-
other possibility. Elaine A. Merrill, H . 
Ec. So., suggests that by just shortening 
the sleeves the light weight wool dress 
could be worn much later in the season. 
Try Dyeing 
Margre Henningsen, H. Ec. So., said, 
"When spring comes, I start dyeing!" 
Wool skirts, coats, suits in her ward-
robe take on a new color and appear-
ance. 
Accessories to Knowledge 
Accessories make such a difference in 
dresses. There's the idea that Delores 
Kopriva, H. Ec. So., emphasizes the use 
of jewelry, necklaces and bracelets. 
Harriet Smith, H. Ec. Sr., inspired to 
chain belts, buckles, buttons and pock-
ets. Jane Wendt uses zippers for decor-
ation on pockets and front seams. 
Wide belts are good for spring. Change 
your belts! Patent leather, cloth or 
suede belts can add the touch of smart-
ness for which you're looking. Stitching 
for belts, collars, cuffs or tucks can be 
varied. 
Transformed Tops 
For street or formal wear one skirt 
with an assortment of tops was an idea 
expressed by many of the coeds. Carrie 
Palmer, H. Ec. Jr., says, "Change the 
color of your slip under organdy, chif-
fon, net or lace formals." Another idea 
is to cut down a semi-formal and add 
shoulder straps to make an appropriate 
spring formal. 
"New from old!" is the motto for the 
wise and thrifty. 
CREPE-SOLES 
Name Your Color-
For Spring-
See our 
Complete line of 
Cosmetics 
$ 
YARDLEY'S 
DU BARRY 
COTY'S 
JUDISCH BROS. 
DRUG STORE 
Free Delivery Phone 70 
An EASTER 
Picture 
is an appreciated 
GIFT 
$ 
Good Selection 
of Pro9fs 
Call 347 for 
Appointments 
$ 
HILL'S STUDIO 
2530 Lincoln Way 
17 
18 
COE'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
(In Sheldon-Munn Hotel Bldg.) 
PHONE 111 
NEW 
HAIR STYLE 
Let Us Show 
You Our 
NEW HAIR STYLES 
Field Beauty Shop 
310 Main St. Phone 1069 
MUNN 
ELECTRIC CO. 
ELECTRIC 
REFRIGERATORS 
RANGES 
APPLIANCES 
PHONE500 
311 MAIN STREET 
Answers to Problems of 
Spring Cleaning 
by June Clopek and Jean Arms 
D ON'T touch the door knob. It's all 
stuck up with taffy apple. Here, 
find yourself a seat on the bed 
-that is, if you can." 
Does that sound just a wee bit fami-
liar? Or, are you a model "college room 
keeper?" 
The storm center of your room is 
probably your dresser. It does seem to 
clutter up in an amazingly short time. 
Bobby pins, hair nets, powder and 
lipstick land in one grand, growing 
heap. An inexpensive and handy 
make-up box is the remedy. 
Several fresh dresser scarfs to har-
monize or contrast with the design of 
the box also help. Change them fre-
quently. This necessitates cleaning the 
dresser first. 
Drawers seem to need continual 
cleaning. Start at the bottom with some 
white or colored lining. If you will 
straighten them once a week, you'll 
be surprised how many "lost" articles 
will be found. 
Is the "little toy dog covered with 
dust," or is he still the proud poodle 
that came to school with you? If not, 
give him a shower, a corn meal shower. 
It's simple. Just shake white com meal 
liberally into his fur and rub gently. 
Then brush out with a soft brush 
or whisk broom. Presto! Fido's fur 
gleams once again. 
Have you heard about the bulletin 
board idea before? A heavy board or 
cloth suspended from the molding 
serves as a background for all those 
fine dance programs and souvenirs. 
How is it coming? Do you still have all 
the dusty literature from Freshman 
days pinned on it? Or, are you up to 
date with last week-end's dance favors? · 
When magazines, programs, and pa-
pers get out of date put them away, 
or better still, throw them away. You'll 
probably never look at them again 
anyway. If you must save everything, 
make a clever scrap book. That will 
solve the problem and be fun to look 
back at. 
Try some new gadgets for holding 
things. Chintz-covered boxes for shoes. 
A letter holder for current mail. And 
an amply big box for Jim's bi-weekly 
scrawls. Magazine racks and book-ends, 
if used, help keep rooms neat. 
Straighten out your pictures. They'll 
hang better with two wires instead of 
one. 
Remember the dusty, musty old-
fashioned living rooms of a number of 
years ago-Aunt Susie's seashells and 
Uncle Herman's family albums and a 
wide variety of dust-collecting gadgets 
filled the room? A college girl's room 
can easily become a modernized ver-
sion of this. So take care-we don't 
want to be back numbers. 
Travel Light 
by Betty Grant 
I F YOU are buying a new traveling bag, it should be light weight. Can-
vas or light weight leather are dur-
able, easily cleaned and certainly easier 
to carry. The newest bags have extend-
ed seams to cut down the wear and tear 
along the edges. 
"The bigger the better" seems to be 
the motto for bags these days. The 
large size aeroplane ones with wardrobe 
hangers and pockets are grand. A new 
model has a removable rubber division 
for shoes or cosmetics. 
If it's hanger space you want there is 
a small trunk for dresses only. It would 
accommodate the average wardrobe. 
The answer to the one-bag weekend 
is found in a suitcase which has an inset 
on the outside for cosmetics. This 
pocket opens without unfastening the 
whole case. 
You'll appreciate the new hat box 
with a leather strap. It's made to fit new 
spring hats and is inexpensive. 
Then there's the bag which takes care 
of everything from your wide brimmed 
hats to a whole shoe wardrobe and has 
a tray on top for clothes. 
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Let's Play Dolls 
by Betty Gaylord 
I F YOU were an average little girl you liked to dress and play with 
dolls, but have you ever thought of 
dressing them to sell commercially? 
Mrs. C. P. Winsor of Boston, who vis-
ited the campus with her husband re-
cently, makes tiny clothes for fifteen-
inch dolls as a hobby and sells them at 
a considerable profit-buying the dolls 
at $10 and selling them, completely out-
fitted, at $35. 
"By profession I am a biologist," Mrs. 
Winsor said, "and dressing dolls is just a 
hobby which I started last November, 
but for anyone who can create a mar-
ket it should have a definite commer-
cial value, too. Many large department 
stores and doll manufacturers with 
wealthy clientele would be glad to pay 
well for the material and time spent in 
dressing dolls. It should offer many 
opportunities for the married home eco-
nomics trained woman who likes to 
sew and who has dress designing abil-
ity." 
The dolls Mrs. Winsor dresses are 
modeled after real children, with real 
hair which can be combed and arranged 
in interesting coiffures. Many wealthy 
parents have their children modeled 
into life-size dolls by a sculptress who 
charges one hundred dollars a model. 
Around Christmas Mrs. Winsor made 
complete layettes for baby dolls. She 
outfitted one little doll with a blue sailor 
jacket, complete with brass buttons and 
chevrons. From little bloomers that 
button onto little pantie waists, Mrs. 
Winsor's outfits are complete to sleep-
ing pajamas, leather shoes and even 
little knitted socks and mittens which 
have six stitches around each thumb. 
One doll had blonde hair. braided in 
the back and tied with plaid ribbons. It 
was dressed in a natty white blouse 
whose collar peeked through the neck 
of a hand-knit rust colored cashmere 
sweater with raglan sleeves, a beige 
pleated skirt and short hand-knit socks 
of rust and beige matched the en-
semble. 
Now let's play dolls! 
Dolls' wardrobes 
are CD'mP'lete to 
the most minute 
detail. 
Proceed With Care 
A recent publication, "The Home 
Medicine Cabinet," under the supervi-
sion of the Consumers' Project, is pro-
voking considerable comment. Listing 
effective and safe remedies which 
should be included in the home medi-
cine cabinet to meet emergencies, it dis-
cusses their selection, use and care. Some 
industries were relieved to note re-
commendation of simple prescription re-
medies, compounded from standard 
pharmaceuticals, rather than the com-
mercial names of recommended and 
disapproved medicines, gargles and 
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mouth-washes. The bulletin observes 
that one of the leading proprietary anti-
Geptics is largely ineffective and that one 
of the most popular headache remedies 
contains acetanilid, which is likely to 
cause ill effects. Ten thousand copies of 
this bulletin are available from the 
Consumers' Project, United States De-
partment of Labor, for free distribution. 
Souvenir 
The moon was almost fuH last night 
As it coasted down the sky-
It wm be smaller tomorrow night-
It !eft a sliver in your eye! 
by Ronny Ronningen 
AMES 
DRESS CLUB 
PHONE 98 
~ 
DRY CLEANING 
~ 
2810 WEST ST. 
The very newest 
Spring Styles 
in 
Suits and Dresses 
~ 
OSBORN'S 
DOWNTOWN 
t:.A Pleasure 
to 
serve you 
MILLINERY 
LINGERIE 
HOSIERY 
FLOWERS 
PURSES 
SCARFS 
BELTS 
HAZEL 
BUCKNAM 
AT 
OSBORN'S 
313 MAIN 
19 
20 
Carr DardW"are Co. 
invites YOU 
to come in to see their 
display of 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
REFRIGERATORS-RANGES 
WATER HEATERS-WASHING MACHINES 
PHILCO RADIOS 
SPEED QUEEN WASHING MACHINES 
Phone 124 306 Main 
We Want Your 
SALLY SAYS-
"SPRING CALLS 
FOR NEW COSMETICS" 
TRY OUR-
TWEED-TUSSY-YARDLEY 
MAX FACTOR-HARRIET HUBBARD 
AYER 
• 
CAMPUS DRUG CO. 
USED BOOI(S 
HIGHEST CASH PRICES 
PAID FOR BOOKS 
THAT ARE USED HERE 
Bring Them in Early 
COLLEGE BOOK 
ON THE CAMPUS 
STORE 
Behind 
Bright 
Jackets 
H ERE is an amusing yet authen-tic picture of life in a small mid-
western town at the turn of the 
century. Strict mothers, stern fathers , 
young folks and traveling salesmen are 
important personages in "Old Home 
Town" by Rose Wilder Lane. 
Morals and customs in the life of that 
time are vividly described in the first 
person. Then, it was improper for a lady 
to go downtown unless she had a speci-
fic errand, to go on a trip overnight un-
less accompanied by her husband or 
to manage a business. "Woman's place 
is at home and all travelinp, men are 
wicked." 
"Old Home Town" will draw chuckles 
from those who grew up in the horse-
and-buggy days. For younger readers it 
pictures strikingly the difference in 
customs and ideas once held by the 
simple righteous people in our mid-
western towns. 
Old Home Town, by Rose Wilder Lane. 
Longman Green Company, New York City. 
"LIVE With a Man and Love It" 
is the advice given by Anne 
Fisher to girls who considered 
living alone and found that they didn't 
like the idea. She has spent several 
years trying out her theories on "how 
to get a man and hold him" and de-
ciding that it can be done. 
If you have no man in mind, she 
has a comical but practical method 
for obtaining one. If everything is 
all set but the date, you want to be 
well stocked with oil to soothe the 
troubled waters of matrimony or, bet-
ter still, meet trouble half-way with an 
ounce of prevention and chase him 
back around the corner. Save yourself 
and your happy home rather than sac-
rifice it all in the divorce court. 
Mrs. Fisher knows how to com-
promise with dignity, how to avoid 
being a nagger, how to control con-
versation and how to develop a happy 
family by the use of children. 
If you think that you might not know 
all the answers to the visiting relative 
problem or can't cope with the eternal 
triangle, check with Mrs. Fisher. She'll 
console you and assure you that after 
all the safeguarding of the investment 
of your life is just a matter of common 
sense. 
Live With a Man and Love It, by Anne 
Fisher. Dodd, Meade and Company, New 
York City, $1.50. 
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Letter Your Personality 
by Gwen Griffith 
W ITH "Dame Fashion" dictating hair dress, clothing styles, fac-
ial makeup and other physicial 
features there seems to be little op-
portunity for Miss Average Imagina-
tion to "be different." In despair she 
reverts back to her first love, her name. 
She probably chooses this escape, be-
cause her name is hers and hers alone, 
and she can do things with it that will 
be a little bit different than anybody 
else. Thus, the monogram has risen to 
popularity. 
cuff of a pair of sporty campus anklets 
trimmed with your initials. 
As an example of personalizing the 
impersonal, consider the monogram on 
the door of that yellow sport car, or 
even the same element on the dashboard 
to exemplify the sportiness. 
The athletic and tailored type of indi-
vidual would be happiest with a plain 
tailored monogram, rather than an 
elaborate or intricate arrangement of 
letters. 
Extreme and modern personalities 
require a modern, daring set of initials. 
If one is dainty and fragile, one's mono-
gram should be delicate and not too 
bold. One must "suit the type." 
BRANNBERG & ALM 
THE SHOP OF 
FAMOUS FOOTWEAR 
RED CROSS 
DOROTHY DODD 
CAMP MOCS 
HEALTH SPOT 
CORRECTIVE SHOES 
"ADMIRATION" 
COSTUME HOSIERY 
BRANNBERG & ALM 
DOWNTOWN 
PATRONIZE 
HOMEMAKER ADVERTISERS 
To the average individual a mono-
gram means any design evolved from 
letters, any decorative form or spot 
which has for its motif the initials or 
name of an individual or firm. Essen-
tially, however, a monogram is the 
combination in one sign of two or more 
letters no longer separate. 
* NORMAN CASSIDAY §§§§§§§I 
"Let yourself go" can be effectively 
enacted when designing a monogram, 
because it is usually true that the most 
successful monograms are evolved only 
when designer's imagination is given 
free sway. A good monogram should 
be legible without being obvious. 
In considering uses for this personal 
touch of individuality in this "mono-
gramaniac" era the field is unlimited. 
At home monograms find a place on 
towels, sheets, pillow cases, table linen, 
and silver. 
It is not uncommon to walk into some 
quite modern kitchen or play room and 
find a bold scramble of letters in the 
middle of the floor, inlaid in the linole-
um. It seems to be the only way to 
call your home your own in this social 
world. 
From your head to your toes the chic 
touch of a monogram can be added. 
Beginning at the head, the calot can be 
decorated. At the neck just waiting 
for adornment is the little ascot or 
square scarf you wear. Either point 
of a collar or pockets on a sweater are 
both appropriate niches for the added 
touch of a monogram. 
Other prospects for "monograman-
ia" on clothes are buttons down the 
front of a dress, the cuff of a tailored 
dress, the lapel of a sport jacket, and 
the belt of a sport dress. To identify 
yourself at the toe, you can have the 
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FRANCES DEXTER 
blouses 
3.98 
Handsomely Tailored blouses in 
rayon crepe with removable 
jeweled studs. Red, Blue, Beige, 
White, Pink. Sizes 32 to 42. 
Same style in "Ca.ctus Pete" 
print. White, Green, Red, Blue. 
the pe,cter 
,, 
sh.rtfrock 
12.95 
In Fresh Spring Colors! 
The tailored stud dress in Rayon 
Crepe selected with YOU in mind 
because of its wearability, ex-
quisite tailoring and superb fit. 
Royal Blue, Desert Rose, Oasis 
Green, Brown, Beige and Gold. 
Sizes 12 to 42. Mail Orders 
Welcome. 
Fra.nces Dexter Frocks a.nd 
Blouses a.re Exclusive with 
=~--------------'-----720 Walnut, Des Moines 
21 
22 
JUST ARRIVED 
New Washable, Printed, "Talk-of-the-Town" Crepes 
69c yard 
Crown tested rayon prints that are lovely. You'll start running up 
several spring frocks the minute you see them-or planning them, 
at l-east. Designs both small and large in colorful and subdued 
patterns. 
PATRONIZE HOMEMAKER ADVERTISERS 
NEW 
SPRING FORMAL 
HAIR STYLES 
It's smart to be smart when 
choosing your hair style. Our 
expert hairdressers are anxious 
to show you the latest fashions 
most becoming to your personal 
beauty. You're tops if you 
have Union curls! 
Make Your Appointment 
MEMORIAL UNION 
BEAUTY SHOP 
Food Photos 
THE following excerpt of a letter 
written by the associate editor of 
Woman's Home Companion indi-
cates this magazine's policy on foods 
photography: 
"It is our belief that only by meticu-
lous attention to every detail will a 
photograph really look right. 
"We do utilize a few tricks. That is, 
gelatine is made stiffer than would be 
palatable ordinarily; ice cream is frozen 
with dry ice so that it is very hard-but 
we never use cheeses or anything else in 
place of ice cream; olive oil is used to 
give additional highlights, but we do not 
consider this 'faking.' 
"Foods to be photographed are pre-
pared with great care and often have to 
be done over several times to get a 
product that will be suitable for photo-
graphing. 
"Fresh flowers are always used be-
cause we do not believe artificial flowers 
would look like anything but artificial 
flowers. There would be a a difference 
in their appearance and in the shadows 
they cast. Consequently, we frequently 
have to have several sets of flowers 
ready and replace and rearrange them 
when photographs are being taken. 
"On a magazine you have to be right 
and sincere. Unless we ourselves be-
lieve in what we're putting in the maga-
zine, we cannot make the readers be-
lieve it-and wouldn't want to." 
- Katharine Clayberger 
Sugar from 
Sawdust 
~A WDUST sugar lumps that would 
~ fool any coffee drinker in any 
country and coal tar candy bars 
that prove equal to the real product-
these are the material results of Ger-
many's extensive and deliberate re-
search in her efforts to discover new 
sources of food products. 
Germany announces, after two years 
of extensive testing, the perfection of 3 
process whereby wood waste such as 
sawdust can be converted into virtually 
unlimited supplies of synthetic food ma-
terials. This complicated procedure in-
volves the subjection of the wood pro-
ducts to the burning power of strong 
acid. The result is real sugar. 
By feeding this raw sugar to pigs, the 
scientists discovered that it could be 
converted into fats. By mixing the hy-
drolized wood solution with a suitable 
form of yeast, protein is produced. 
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Coal tar is also being exploited as a 
source of potential food products by 
German ingenuity. "Chocolate bars" 
made out of coal tar recently appeared 
in Berlin confectioneries. Though they 
looked like soap, it is reported they 
tasted exactly like chocolate. 
So proud are the manufacturers of 
their new creation that they have made 
no attempt to color the bars brown so 
they might look like chocolate. 
German research has extended fur-
ther, into the field of textiles. German 
forests are being cut down to provide 
clothing. By an intricate process some-
what similar to that used in the manu-
facture of rayon fibers, they have pro-
duced strands of cellulose material, 
which are mixed with wool and spun 
into thread. German reports estimate 
that 30 per cent of their woolen needs 
are being covered by this material. 
Picturesque 
Pastime 
"THE WORD 'hurry' does not seem 
to exist in Europe," according to 
Carolyn Clark who spent nine 
weeks abroad last summer. 
With a group of ten friends, Carolyn 
traveled through Holland, Germany, 
Austria, Hungary, Jugoslavia, Italy, 
Switzerland, France, England and the 
Scandinavian countries. 
In contrast to the clean, happy and 
prosperous atmosphere in Holland and 
Germany, Carolyn found the poverty 
in Austria and Hungary rather de-
pressing. 
"Budapest," she said, "is rapidly re-
placing Vienna as 'the' place for 
Americans to go. There the beautiful 
Royal Palace, the sidewalk cafes and 
the hotels on the river create an in-
triguing foreign atmosphere." 
In Venice the group so enjoyed the 
gondolas, singing boatmen and the 
Lido, that their disappointment of miss-
ing the Duke of Windsor and his wife 
by only two days was lessened. 
After picturesque Switzerland, came 
Paris and London, the two large cities 
that Carolyn liked best. When asked 
about Paris styles, Carolyn said that 
the majority of French women are not 
one half as well dressed as Americans. 
To see the real styles, one must spend 
hours within the shops for models can 
not be displayed in the window with-
out being immediately copied. 
As far as good food is concerned, 
she rates the Scandanavian countries 
as tops. Their coffee was especially 
fine, she says. 
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LET US GIVE 
New Life 
To Your Clothes 
for the 
Spring Season 
Ames }"lantoriuin 
410 Douglas Phone 231 
PATRONIZE HOMEMAKER ADVERTISERS 
As Seen in Vogue, Mademoiselle and Harper's Ba~aar. 
Paradise shoes are truly the catch 
of the Spring season with their 
superior smartness of design and 
materials. 
Downtown 
23 
A Different Hotne • Canada 1n 
"EVEN though all homes are similar, 
the home management house at 
the University of Manitoba is 
quite unlike those at Iowa State Col-
lege," said Miss Ruth Ferguson, house 
director of Ellen H . Richards and grad-
uate of the University of Manitoba. 
"As there is only one home manage-
ment house at Manitoba, the girls are 
limited in the length of time they are 
in the house," she continued. "Six jun-
24 
N.._ew Spring 
Cottons 
Printed Sheers 
for cool dresses 
19c, 29c, 39c 
Cotton Shantung 
for sports wear 
Pre-shrunk, Fast color 
and Mercerized 
49c 
Ever-fast Suiting 
a Pre-shrunk, linen-like 
cotton 
39c 
Top-Most Prints 
25c 
Stephenson's 
FAMOUS FOR FABRICS 
OPPOSITE CAMPUS 
ior girls, a child development senior and 
an advisor live in the house for 24 days. 
This method," she said, "gives the child 
development majors a chance to spend 
2 terms in the house. 
"Because we have no nursery school 
at the University, the child in our house 
is between 1 and 2 years old," Miss Fer-
guson stated. "A child of this age pre-
sents more problems than a younger one. 
"The home is behind the men's dormi-
tory," she explained, "and the boys en-
joy playing with the youngster out in 
the yard." 
She declared that the girls are at a 
disadvantage because they have no op-
portunity to do their own buying. The 
school is 7 miles from Winnipeg, making 
it necessary to prepare the market or-
ders in advance. Therefore, there is a 
great deal of large quantity buying. 
"The house is much smaller than the 
ones at Iowa State College," she con-
tinued. "One end of the nursery is made 
into a play room with a screen to separ-
ate it from the sleeping quarters." 
Miss Ferguson believes that the longer 
period of 6 weeks is a decided advantage 
because it is easier to develop the fam-
ily spirit in the house. 
"As home management is still so new 
in Canada, we have much to learn," she 
stated. "We are hoping to have another 
house soon," she concluded, "in order 
that our organization will be similar 
to yours." 
~ake this next trip aboard the 
SUPER-COACH 
CHICAGO 
NEW YORK 
PHILADELPHIA 
WASHINGTON D. C. 
DETROIT 
LOS ANGELES 
PORTLAND 
SPOKANE 
DENVER 
OMAHA 
Bus service out of Ames to all points in United States 
Groups making inspection tours should get our group 
rates and chartered bus prices 
InTERSTATE TRAnSIT LinES 
Sheldon-Munn Hotel Phone 1900 
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Notes From a Colleen's Harp 
"TRAVELERS HAVE GROSSLY 
exaggerated American rudeness and 
obtrusion," reported Dickens once. 
"Among the thousands whom I have 
seen (and they are so many I have 
almost paralyzed my right arm shak-
ing hands), I have never once en-
countered a man, woman or child, 
who has asked me a rude question 
or made a rude remark." 
* * * 
GLOWING SYMBOL of home eco-
nomics, the lamp, has seven qualities: 
love, aliveness, aspiration , truth, 
beauty, joy and strength. 
* * • 
DANGER SIGNAL. If an accident 
The 
CANDY KETTLE 
Always has a variety 
of Delicious 
Homemade Candy 
Assorted Nuts 
Popcom 
Howard Adams 
2412 L. W. Phone 2063 
Meet-
occurs while your car is traveling over 
40 miles an hour, there is one chance in 
19 that someone will be killed. 
* * * 
WHEN DID YOU LAST really look at 
yourself? 
• * • 
HOW TO CARVE the family's Sun-
day roast has stumped many a male. 
Bretson's Domestic Training School and 
Agency, London, England, offers a 
course on how game animals fly and 
move, the intricacies of their bone 
JACK SPRAT, M.F.F.P. 
(~Master of Fine Food Products ) 
I£ degrees were awarded for the preparation of fine foods, 
Jack Sprat would have earned a "Masters" years ago. For at 
least 30 years-the name "J ack Sprat" has been identified 
with fine foods that are consistently uniform in quality-
packed garden-fresh and honest values. Compare Jack Sprat 
foods with other brands and learn the difference. 
formations, and actual instruction 
with the carving knife. 
* • * 
WHAT A GREAT TOO MUCH 
there is in our everyday conversa-
tion that is mere exchange of opinion, 
the validity of which the speakers are 
unable to vouch. The human desire 
to dominate by dogmatics prevents 
straight thinking. 
* * • 
YOU HAVE NEVER felt wonder 
until you pile together pounds and 
gallons of ingredients in a large in-
stitutional mixer, bake the concoc-
tion and then taste the result- light, 
moist cake. 
- Peggy Schenk , editor 
GRACE RANSOM 
TEA ROOM 
Where really delicious food 
is served 
$ 
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS 
SUNDAY SERVICE 
$ 
7081h Locust St. 
DES M OINES 
OVER 300 
VARIETIES 
Western Grocer Co. 
MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA 
Our New 
BIRTHSTONE Jewel Stud 
FROCKS 
3.98 
A Fashion Priced for Et/ery Purse1 
but with that ~~Expensive}} Look 
Joan Kenley's are classics of good taste and 
good tailoring . . . they're young and breezy 
. . . their sparkling jewel studs and cuff links 
pamper your preference for your very own 
birthstone, for there are twelve birthstone 
colors. Sizes 12 to 20, 38 to 42. 
It's America's fashion pet, the shirtwaist dress with kick 
pleats, action backs, generous hems .. . you'll want a 
Joan Kenley for class, sports, town, business, all day 
long. Styled in striped shirting, peasant linen, cham-
bray and spun linen and rayon ... grand new fabrics 
in grand new colors: 
Rose Tones, French Blue, Green, Wine 
Every Joan Ken-
ley Dress Has In-
visible Talon . . . 
No Bulges . . . No 
Gaps 
Dress photographed, same 
style in Blouses. 
Blouses, 2.98 
Simple classics with expert tailoring. Young, becoming, 
the jewel studs add plenty, in fabrics that stay fresh 
and crisp. 
Blouse sketched, same style in Dresses 
YOUNKERS 
SPORTS SHOP 
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME 
